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One Notch Up
Most coaches would make the same mistake that Jackie made…
Jackie helps women with their love relationships. She works with women who have
had bad relationships in the past and who can’t seem to get over it no matter how
hard they try.

practice.
But here’s the catch.
Jackie works almost nonstop. She doesn’t have the freedom that she imagined she
would have, running her own practice. So what’s happening here?
Here’s where Jackie messed up and it’s a classic coach problem…
We get so obsessed with serving clients we forget that coaching is a business and
a business needs products. No, I don’t necessarily mean that you need to create
sessions.This is where you need to move “one notch up”.

create freedom while moving your coaching business from an exhausting one-onone setup to a more organised, sophisticated business.
Stop trading dollars for hours. Your value is much higher than that!

What’s the value of
result…
The greatest mistake a coach can make is to think of their time as a commodity.
Thinking “what’s reasonable” for an hour of your time is probably one of the most
limiting mindsets you can have. Your clients don’t hire you for “your time” per se. They
hire you for the “feeling” of getting a result they want or for the result itself. The value
of your time is the value of the result.
If we help someone have a powerful breakthrough in their relationship, or health or
business, what’s that worth? What is the value of that breakthrough or result?

coaching. This exercise is designed to help liberate you from the limiting belief of
equating your true value with the number of coaching hours, free sessions or one-onone coaching sessions you give.

How can I serve with
greater power…
As you work through understanding your true value as a coach, the next thing to know
is how you can deliver that value. You see delivering via a one-on-one session is great.
But it may be limiting. How about delivering a mini-seminar in a group setting or even
a one-day intensive? There are so many ways to serve with much more power than
one-on-one.

The Grid…
coaching, your knowledge and your skills so you can serve more powerfully while
creating abundance for yourself.

as where your clients will see results) as well as the possible price of the package and
how many clients you think you can enrol..

Package
One on One
One on One 6
month pack
One on One 12
month pack
1-Day Intensive
2-Day Intensive
Quarterly Intensive
Group Coaching
Group Monthly
Coaching
Group Yearly
Coaching
Seminar
Quarterly Seminar
Book/eBook
Education Product

What does it ential?

Price

Number of clients

Awesome!
We are done for today and you did great! Now keep this document somewhere safe,
where you can refer to it whenever you need it.

Realisations that you would have had at this point.
• You can have more freedom in your coaching business if you structure it right
• There are a whole lot of possibilities that are within the scope of what you do
• You can create a thriving practice even with a few clients
• Your time is much more valuable than you imagine :)

this series but don’t worry…will keep sending you more valuable material to build your
practice further.
Most coaches need a bit more help in moving one notch up, which is why we invited
Gina DeVee, to help with creating a Live and Luxurious Lifestyle for you.
Gina DeVee is an absolute rockstar. Not only has she built a multi-million dollar coach
ing practice, she now works with other coaches to help them build theirs. You will
LOVE Gina’s work at Live and Luxurious
.
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